Ref. ALSD/Notice/2019/30
13/11/2019

Notice

1. In the light of the final date sheet (dated 7/11/2019) of the End term Examination starting from 29th November 2019, a subject in which the lectures have been completed to the prescribed number as given in the syllabus of the I P University, the faculty teaching that subject shall conduct 5 tutorials only.

2. It has also been notified (Ref. ALSD/Notice/2019/28 dated 06/11/2019) that the lectures in a subject, if not completed to the number as prescribed by syllabus of GGSIPU shall continue to be held. If in any subject a PSDA is still remaining, the concerned faculty shall complete the requirement of PSDA first and shall also conduct 5 tutorials (simultaneously) in that subject.

3. This is to inform to all the students that the above Classes/Tutorial/PSDAs shall continue to be held till their completion. In case classes and PSDA are conducted, their number shall be added to the denominator for the purpose of Attendance.

4. The exact date of completion of all the courses (classes, Tutorial, PSDA) may be obtained from the respective faculty members.

Prof. (Dr.) Arvind P. Bhanu
Acting Director

Prof. (Dr.) D.K. Bandyopadhyay
Chairman
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